Air Permeable Austronet

Austronet is a versatile range of air permeable fabrics unique to Sunbaba. They are used extensively by
the events, exhibition, sports and construction industries worldwide. Knitted from a special, high strength
tape they are lightweight, eco-friendly, water / tear resistant and offer significant advantages over other
materials. They are available in a wide range of colours and can be supplied as plain rolls, overprinted
or customised to meet a client’s specific needs. Austronet is an ideal medium for covering heras fencing,
scaffolding and temporary structures. It has been widely used to create giant front projection screens, for
ground protection, tennis windbreaks and PA scrims etc.
Sunbaba Environmental Statement
As a company, we work closely with both our clients and suppliers to reduce environmental , economic and
social impact of our products and have a number of recycling options available.

Austronet - TechSpecs

Austronet 202
202UV - 105gm/m2 Air permeability @ 60%
Dark green, orange and white
202FR - 105gm/m2 Air permeability @ 60%
Black, bright blue, grey, red, silver and white
Austronet 203
203UV - 140gm/m2 Air permeability @ 30%
Black, bright blue, metallic blue, dark green, light green,
orange, red, silver and white
203FR - 140gm/m2 Air permeability @ 30%
Black, bright blue, dark green, grey, orange, red, silver and white.
Austronet 204
204UV - 200gm/m2 Air permeability @ 22%
Black, beige, bright blue, dark blue, metallic blue, dark green,
light green, grey, orange, purple, red, white and yellow.
204FR - 200gm/m2 Air permeability @ 22%
Black, bright blue, dark blue, dark green, grey,
orange, red, white and yellow.
Roll widths -2.02 x 100m, 3.00 x 50m, 4 x 50m, 5 x 50m
* Not all colours are available in all widths - please call
FR Certification - Flame retardant - DIN 4102 B1, BS5867 : Part 2 1980

Sunbaba has three distinctive products within its Austronet range 202, 203 and 204. Each of these has a
different density and air permeability. The highly permeable Austronet 202 is used extensively plain
or overprinted for PA Scrims and also for covering exhibition stands as it is “Sprinkler Approved”. The
Austronet 203FR is used for a wide range of applications as a ground protection netting in stadiums,
becuase it allows the grass to breathe and the easy collection of rubbish. Many of our clients use a
combination of our plain and overprinted Austronet 204 for covering heras fencing, cladding scaffolding
or covering temporary structures and grandstands.
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Austronet - Examples

A204 - Tennis Windbreaks

A204 - Heras Fence

A202 - Exhibtion Roofs

A 204 - Building Wraps

A204 - Front Projection Screens

A203 - Backdrops

A202 - PA Scrims
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